
Student Name: ________________________________________
Period:  ______________

Assignment 1
Assignment 2
Assignment 3
Assignment 4
Assignment 5

You Be The Teacher Be the Thing
10 questions Be at least 2 complete paragraphs in length
Multiple choise, matching, or FIb Describe the purpose and function of the object
Focus on important facts Describe how the object might feel or what it is thinking about the event
Include answer key 6 facts about the event from the object's POV
Total Grade Total grade

Create a total of 10 questions over the information Pretend you are an inanimate object (chair, tree, shoe, etc.) and write
we have covered so far in this year. about an historical event as that object would have seen it.  

Venn Diagram Concept Map
Draw two intersecting circles Main idea in the center
Write the name of one event/person on one 
side and the name of the other event/person 
on the other side. One illustration for each topic
List 5 unique characteristics of event/person 
in first circle Different color for each topic
List 5 unique characteristics of event/person 
in second circle Total Grade
List shared characteristics in the middle.
total grade Take notes from a reading selection/or something you have 

learned about and create a concept map.

`

Picture Analysis Postcard From the Past
What do you see in the painting? The fron t should have a colored picture of the place and 
Study the people/objects.  What similiarities     a short greeting.
    and differences do you see? The back should have a short note to your family 
How are the people dressed?     describing something amazing about the place you 
Whay are they doing?     are at. (one full paragraph)
Imagine you are in the picture. What might A stamp that represents a famous person from that time.
     you hear and smell? Total Grade
What happened right before this image?
What happened right after this image? On a large (4X6 index card, create a postcard from one of the 
Total Grade colonies we have learned about.  

Wanted/Hero Poster Business Card
A sketch of what the person Name of Individual
3 reasons why the person is hero or villian. Name of business or organization
A made-up quote from a person living at the Address
    time showing what people might have Phone Number
    said about this person. Email Address/web page
A reward amount Job title of individual
Total Grade Description of business or organization

Create a wanted/Hero poster for a figure we have Logos
learned about in class.  Images

List of services/products
Total Grade

Create a business card for a person or a company related to 
somethign we have discussed in history.  


